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Abstract
This is an informal discussion from my personal perspective on computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL). In such a knowledge-building artifact, it is impossible to distinguish idiosyncratic personal views from their sources in other artifacts too numerous to cite. I composed this invited paper as a dialog with the Qwerty readership, almost in the format of a text chat.
I envision an epical opportunity for promising new media to enable interpersonal interaction with today’s network technologies. While asynchronous media
have often been tried in classroom settings, I have found that synchronous text chat
in small workgroups can be particularly engaging in certain circumstances – although perhaps chat can often be integrated with asynchronous hypermedia to support interaction within larger communities over longer periods.
More generally, building collaborative knowledge, making shared meaning,
clarifying a group’s terminology, inscribing specialized symbols and creating significant artifacts are foundational activities in group processes, which underlie internalized learning and individual understanding no matter what the medium. Therefore, I look at the online discourse of small groups to see how groups as such accomplish these activities. This has consequences for research and design about
learning environments that foster knowledge building through group cognition, and
consequently contribute to individual learning.
* Gerry.Stahl@drexel.edu
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QWERTY Can you chat with us a little about your view of research in computer-supported collaborative learning today?
For me, CSCL stands at an exciting turning point today. The field
of computer-supported collaborative learning (CSCL) started in the early 1990s as an interdisciplinary effort to think about how to take advantage of the availability of computers for education. In particular, social
constructivist ideas were in the air and people thought that personal
computers in classrooms could help to transform schooling. Researchers
arrived at CSCL from different disciplines and brought with them their
accustomed tools and theories. Education researchers and psychologists
administered surveys and designed controlled experiments, which they
then analyzed statistically to infer changes in mental representations.
Computer scientists and AI researchers built systems and agents. Everyone who put in the required effort soon discovered that the problem was
a lot harder than anyone had imagined. Progress was made and a research community grew, but existing conceptualizations, technologies
and interventions ultimately proved inadequate. Today, I think, people
are working at developing innovative theories, media, pedagogies and
methods of analysis specifically designed to deal with the issues of
CSCL. I feel that we are now poised just at the brink of this. Perhaps as
editor of the ijCSCL journal, I have a special view of this, as well as a peculiar sensitivity to the fragility of these efforts.
Of course, I do not want to give the impression that previous work
in CSCL was not significant. Certainly, the pioneering work of Scardamalia and Bereiter, for instance, broke crucial new ground –both
practical and theoretical – with their CSILE system for collaborative
knowledge building. I want to come back to talk about that later. Nevertheless, I think that even the successes like those also demonstrated
that the barriers were high and the tools at hand were weak.
QWERTY What do you think is the #1 barrier to widespread success of
CSCL?
As someone interested in philosophy, I see a problem with how people conceive of learning – both researchers and the public. The philosophical problem is that people focus on the individual learner and con-
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ceive of learning as the accumulation of fixed facts. But I think that the
evidence is overwhelming that social interaction provides the foundation upon which the individual self is built, and that knowledge is an
evolving product of interpersonal meaning making. We often cite Vygotsky as the source of these ideas, but there is a rich philosophical literature that he drew on, going back to Vico, Hegel, Marx, Gramsci,
Mead, Dewey and others.
There is an «ideology of individualism» prevalent in our society,
with negative consequences for politics, morality, education and thought
generally. We need to recognize that the individual is a product of social
factors, such as language, culture, family and friends. Even our ability to
think to ourselves is an internalized form of our ability to talk with others and of our identity as an inverted image of the other; the mental is a
transformed version of the social. When we learn as an individual, we
are exercising skills that are based on social skills of learning with others: collaborative learning is the foundation for individual learning, not
the other way around.
Standard assumptions about learning are, thus, misleading. Researchers strive to get at the mental representations of individual subjects – through pre/post tests, surveys, interviews, think-aloud protocols
and utterance codings – that they assume are driving learning behaviors.
But, in fact, learning behaviors are constructed in real time through concrete social interaction; to the extent that the learning is reflected mentally, that is a trace in memory or a retrospective account of what happened in the world. To foster learning, we need to pay more attention to
collaborative arrangements, social actors and observable interactions.
QWERTY Is there a problem with the very concept of learning in your
opinion?
Yes, the traditional concepts of learning, teaching and schooling carry too much baggage from obsolete theories. If we try to situate thought
and learning in groups or communities, then people complain this entails some kind of mystical group spirit that thinks and learns, in analogy with how they conceive of individual thinking and learning as taking
place by a little homunculus in the head. That is why I prefer Bereiter’s
approach of talking about knowledge building. Unfortunately, he got
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caught up using Popper’s terminology of «third world» objects that belong neither to the physical nor mental worlds. What he was talking
about was really knowledge-embodying artifacts: spoken words, texts,
symbols or theories. Artifacts are physical (sounds, inscriptions, visible
symbols, carved monuments), but they are also meaningful. By definition, an artifact is a man-made thing, so it is a physical body that incorporates a human intention or significance in its design. Knowledge artifacts belong simultaneously in the physical and meaning worlds.
Through their progressive reification in physical forms, symbols come to
have generalized meanings that seem to transcend the experiential
world.
If we now situate knowledge building in groups or communities, we
can observe the construction and evolution of the knowledge in the artifacts that are produced, in the sentences spoken, sketches drawn and
texts inscribed. There is no mystery here; these are common things
whose meanings we can all recognize. They are so familiar, in fact, that
we take them for granted and never wonder how meanings are shared
and knowledge is created in group interactions or how it spreads
through communities. When you consider it this way, the strange thing
is to think about learning taking place inside of brains somehow, rather
than in the interplay between linguistic, behavioral and physical artifacts. If one carefully observes several students discussing a mathematical issue using terminology they have developed together, drawings they
have shared and arguments they have explained, then the learning may
be quite visible in these inscriptions. One can assume that each member
of the group may go away from the group process with new resources
for engaging in math discourses (either alone or in new groups) in the
future.
QWERTY But can’t students learn by themselves?
Of course, I can also build knowledge by myself, as I am now in typing this text on my laptop. But that is because I have discussed these and
similar issues in groups before. I have had years of practice building
ideas, descriptions and arguments in interaction with others. Even now,
in the relative isolation of my study, I am responding to arguments that
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others have made to my previous presentations and am designing the artifact of this text in anticipation of the possible reactions of its potential
audiences. The details and significance of this artifact are ineluctably situated in the present context of discourse in the CSCL research community and the scientific world generally.
The idea that thoughts exist primarily inside of individual heads is
misguided. The ideology of individualism is accompanied by an objectivistic world-view. There is an assumption that stored in the minds of
individuals are clear and distinct thoughts, and that it is the goal of scientific research to discover these thoughts and to measure how they
change through learning episodes. However, when knowledge is truly
constructed in social interactions, then the thoughts do not exist in advance. What individuals bring to the group is not so much fixed ideas,
already worked out and stored for retrieval as though in a computer
memory, but skills and resources for understandingly contributing to the
joint construction of knowledge artifacts.
QWERTY What would be the consequences of rejecting this ideology of individualism?
Given a view of learning as the increased ability to engage in collaborative knowledge building rather than as an individual possession,
CSCL researchers may want to develop new methods to study learning.
The old methods assumed that thoughts, ideas and knowledge lived in
the heads of individuals and that researchers should find ways to access
this fixed content. But if knowledge is constructed within situations of
interaction, then (a) there is no ideal (God’s-eye view, objective) version
of the knowledge that one can seek and (b) the knowledge will take essentially different forms in different situations. A student’s skills of computation will construct very different forms of knowledge in an interactive group discourse, a written test, a visit to buy items in a store, a job
adding up customer charges, a laboratory experiment or an interview
with a researcher.
If we conceive of learning as situated in its specific social settings
and as a collaborative knowledge-building process in which knowledge
artifacts are constructed through interaction among people, then we
need to give up the idea that learning can be adequately studied in set-
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tings that are divorced from the kinds of situations in which we want the
learning to be useful. Studying knowledge in laboratories, questionnaires and interview situations will not necessarily reveal how learning
takes place in social settings like school and work.
To make matters worse, the traditional methods that are brought to
CSCL from other disciplines are often based on theories of causation
that arose with the laws of mechanics in physics, dating back to Galileo
and Newton. In order to deal with the complexity of nature, early physicists simplified matter into ideal, inelastic billiard balls whose actions
and reactions followed simple equations. We cannot simplify the complexity and subtlety of human interaction, of interpersonal gesture, of
linguistic semantics and of social strategies into equations with a couple
of linear variables without losing what is most important there. Each utterance in a knowledge-building discourse is so intertwined with the history, dynamics and future possibilities of its situation as to render it
unique, irreducible to some general model. In phenomena of a human
science like CSCL, researchers must treat events as unique, situated,
over-determined, ambiguous case studies – rather than as instances of
simplistic, deterministic, linear causative general laws – and interpret
their meanings with the same sorts of social understanding that the «subjects» or participants brought to bear on constructing the meanings. Too
many research hypotheses presume a model of knowledge as pre-existing individual opinions causing group interactions, rather than viewing
knowledge as an emergent interactional achievement, subsequently assimilated and retroactively accounted for by individuals.
QWERTY How can you have a rigorous science without laws, laboratories,
equations, models and quantified variables?
Let me give you a recent example that I take as a guide for my own
research agenda. During the past 50 years, a new discipline was created
called conversation analysis (CA). It set out to study informal, everyday
conversation and to discover how speakers constructed social order
through common, subtle discourse practices that everyone is familiar
with and takes for granted. The pioneers of the field took advantage of
the latest tape-recording technology and developed forms of detailed
transcription that could capture the details of spoken language, like vo-
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cal emphasis, timing and overlap. Although meaning making takes
unique twists in each conversation, it turned out that there are interesting regularities, typical practices and preferred choices that researchers
can identify. For instance, they outlined a set of rules that people follow
for taking turns in conversations.
In CSCL, we are particularly interested in computer-mediated communication, often among students discussing some subject matter. This
is very different in form and content from informal conversation. First,
in a medium like text chat people cannot take advantage of vocal emphasis, intonation, facial expression, accent, gesture, pauses or laughter.
One does not observe a chat utterance being constructed in time; it appears as a sudden posting. Consequently, postings can never overlap
each other, cut each other off or complete each other’s thoughts. Several people can be typing simultaneously and they cannot predict the order of appearance of their postings. So the whole system of turn taking
discovered by CA no longer applies in the same form.
However, chat text has some advantages over speech in that utterances are persistently visible and can be designed with special visual features, such as punctuation, capitalization, emoticons and other symbols.
People in chat rooms take advantage of the new affordances for interaction to create their social order. CSCL could study the methods that
small groups use to communicate in the new media that we design. The
understanding of how people interact at this level in various CSCL environments could inform the design of the technologies as well as influencing the kinds of educational tasks that we ask students to undertake
online in small groups.
CSCL researchers can take advantage of the detailed computer logs
that are possible from chat rooms just as the CA researchers used meticulous transcripts of tape recordings or videos to study interaction at a micro-analytic level never before possible. Depending upon one’s research
questions, these logs may allow one to finesse all the issues of videotaping
classroom interactions and transcribing their discourse. Of course, one
should not get carried away with hoping that the computer can automate
analysis. The analysis of human interaction will always need human interpretation, and the production of significant insights will require hard analytic work. The pioneers of CA were masters of both those skills.
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QWERTY Can you give some examples of text chat analysis that you have
conducted?
First, I have to explain that I do not conduct analysis of text chat on
my own – as an individual ;-). I am part of the Virtual Math Teams
(VMT) research team that is trying to build the analog of CA for CSCL.
When we analyze some chat log, we hold a «data session» with about
eight people, so that our interpretations of meanings constructed in the
chat have some intersubjective validity. We have been working on a
number of different themes, including how participants in online text
chat:
d) Propel their discourse with math proposal bid/uptake pairs,
e) Coordinate drawing on a shared whiteboard with chat postings to
make deictic references,
f) Design texts and other inscriptions to be read in specific ways,
g) Collaboratively construct math artifacts,
h) Bridge back to previous discussions with group memory practices,
i) Engage in information questioning and
j) Resolve differences between multiple perspectives or alternative
proposals.
With each of these themes, we have been discovering that it is possible to uncover regular social practices that recur from group to group,
even though most groups have never used our CSCL system before. In
each case, the achievements of the groups are constructed interactively
in the discourse situation, not premeditated or even conscious. To determine which of these activities the group is engaging in at any given
time requires interpretation of the activity’s meaning. It cannot be determined by a simple algorithm. For instance, a question mark does not
always correspond with an information question; there are many ways of
posing a question and many uses of the question mark in chat.
QWERTY Why are you focused so much on text chat?
Actually, I have not always favored chat. My dissertation system was
a shared database of design rationale. Next, I developed a CSCL system
to support multiple perspectives in threaded discussion. When I later
worked on a European Union project, I helped design a system that
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again featured threaded discussion. It was not until a few years ago that
my students convinced me that synchronous chat was a much more engaging online medium than asynchronous forums. I still think that asynchronous media like Knowledge Forum or wikis may be appropriate for
longer-term knowledge building in classrooms or communities. But we
have found that text chat can be extremely powerful for problem solving in small groups.
The CSCL research community now has a lot of experience with discussion forums. Studies have clearly documented the importance of the
teacher’s role in creating a knowledge-building classroom. To just tell
students in a traditional class to post their ideas in a regular threaded discussion system like Blackboard is doomed to failure: there will be little
activity and what gets posted is just individual opinions and superficial
agreements rather than knowledge-building interactions.
Chat is different. Although teenagers are used to superficial socializing using instant messaging and texting, they can readily be encouraged to participate in substantive and thoughtful exchanges in text chat.
Our studies show that students in our chat rooms are generally quite engaged in knowledge-building activities.
Group size has an enormous impact on the effectiveness of different
media. Unfortunately, there is not much research on, for instance, math
collaboration by different size groups. Most math education research is
still focused on individual learning. Studies of collaboration in math
problem solving tend to use dyads. Dyad communication is easy to study
because it is always clear what (who) a given utterance is responding to.
In addition, the two participants often fall into relatively fixed roles, with
perhaps one person solving the problem and the other checking it or
asking for clarifications.
Small groups of three or four active students chatting become much
more complex and interesting. The response structure of postings is still
critical to interpreting meaning, but now it can become tricky, often
leading to interesting confusions on the part of the participants. Roles
still surface, but they are often fluid, disputed and emergent, as participants try to position themselves and others strategically in the collaborative-learning dynamic. Here, the construction of knowledge becomes
much more of a group achievement, resulting from the intricate seman-
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tic intertwining of postings and references rather than being attributable to individuals.
QWERTY Is that what you mean by your concept of group cognition?
Exactly! Cognition – thinking – is a semantic process, not necessarily a mental-silent, in the head-one. An idea is a knowledge artifact, like
a sentence, that gathers together in a complicated way a network of
meanings of words, references, past events, future possibilities and other elements of the context in which the idea is situated. In our chat logs,
we can see cognition taking place as knowledge artifacts build up, as
words follow upon each other in subtly choreographed sequences to
construct new ideas. The meaning can be seen there regardless of
whether the words appear silently in the inner voice of one person, heard
in the authoritative tones of a speaker, distributed among several interacting voices, in the pages of a book or even in the inanimate form of a
computer log. Plato’s ideas are as meaningful in a twentieth century edition of his writings as they were in his discourses thousands of years ago
among small groups in the Athens marketplace or in seminars at his
Academy, although the meaning has certainly shifted in the meantime.
The ideology of individualism gives priority to the thoughts of the
individual. However, I believe that the foundational form of knowledge
building actually occurs in small groups. Innovative knowledge building
requires the inter-animation of ideas that were not previously together.
A fertile ground for this exists when a couple of people come together
to discuss a common topic. Recent CSCL studies have shown that it is
precisely the friction between disparate perspectives that sparks productive knowledge building in the collaborative effort to clarify and/or
resolve difference. The kinds of rhetorical and logical argumentation
that arise in small-group discourse dealing with misunderstandings, alternative proposals or disagreements are then internalized in the reflection skills of individuals and in the controversies of communities. Thereby, small-group cognition provides the origin for and middle ground between individual cognition and community knowledge building.
Within the CSCL field and related disciplines, the ideology of individualism has been countered by a proposed shift in focus to communi-
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ties of practice and learning communities. In my book, Group Cognition,
I try to overcome this opposition of unreconciled extremes by pointing
to the small group as the social unit that often mediates between individuals and their communities. Consider how groups of friends in a
classroom or teams of colleagues in a workplace mediate the knowledge
building that takes place there.
We have found that small-group collaboration is powerful. It enhances the desired characteristics of intentional learning and knowledge
building. Effective collaborative groups not only produce knowledge artifacts that can be shared with a broader community, they also check to
make sure that each individual group member understands (and potentially internalizes) the meanings of the group product. In responding to
classroom assignments, small groups answer questions from their members and make decisions on how to proceed, thereby assuming agency
for their own intentional learning. The group checks its progress and reflects on its conclusions, eventually deciding when they have completed
a task and are ready to offer their knowledge to the larger community.
Sociologists of small groups have generally emphasized the negative
possibilities of group cognition, such as «group think.» Writing since the
era of fascism, the sociologists and social psychologists have worried
about mob mentality and biases from peer pressure. This emphasis has
obscured the potential of group cognition. It is like saying that thinking
is dangerous because people might have evil thoughts. The point is to
study and understand group cognition so that we can determine what
might lead to negative versus positive consequences. Like any form of
learning, it is important to provide supportive guidance and appropriate resources.
QWERTY So what does all this mean for the analysis of online knowledge
building?
Today’s technology of networked computers offers exciting opportunities for students and for researchers. For students, it opens the possibility to meet with small groups of peers from around the world who
share their interests. For researchers, it suggests settings where group
cognition can be studied in naturalistic settings. Unfortunately, adequate
software environments and educational services are still not provided for
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students, and appropriate tools and methods are not available for researchers.
In the VMT research group, we are trying to develop a research approach in tandem with designing an online collaborative math service.
We have developed a software environment centered on text chat for
groups of three to five students. The chat is supplemented with a whiteboard for sketching, a portal for social networking and a wiki for community sharing of group knowledge artifacts. The different components
are integrated with referencing tools and social awareness signs. We can
replay the logs of sessions like a digital video, providing the control necessary to conduct fine-grained analysis of interactions. The replayer
shows everything that the students all saw on their screens during their
sessions. Because the students typically did not know anything about
each other except what appeared on their screens and had no other contact with each other, the replayed log provides a complete record for analyzing the meaning making and knowledge building that took place.
Because all interaction took place through inscriptions (text and drawings appearing sequentially), a detailed and accurate rigorous transcript
is automatically provided from the computer log.
The researcher does not have to engage in any preliminary work
(such as transcribing video), but can begin by trying to understand the
display of the inscriptions in the online environment using normal human interpretive skills, much as the students originally did (although
from a research perspective rather than an engaged position). The researcher can then explore the methods used by the students for creating
the meanings and social order of their session. We can actually observe
the processes of knowledge building and group cognition as they unfolded.
Today I have only been able to indicate some of our ideas about
group cognition in text chat, as they are developing through the analyses of the VMT research group. In order to convince you of the power
of group cognition in chat and of the utility of our analyses to inform
CSCL design, it will be necessary to share some of our concrete case
studies. This will have to wait for another occasion, hopefully soon.
QWERTY Thanks for sharing your views on these important topics.
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